Equity-Indexed Annuity products (EIAs) are becoming increasingly popular as they are accumulation vehicles that offer participation in the equity market growth while keeping the initial capital protected. This paper focuses in particular on a special type of EIAs; the Compound Ratchet (CR). Sellers of this product retain the right to change one of the pricing parameters on each contract anniversary date while promising not to cross a certain predetermined threshold. Changing these parameters can sometimes have an impact on the value of the EIA, which makes them interesting to study. In order to reproduce the pattern of these changing parameters, a new approach of dynamically hedging the CR EIA and simultaneously protecting the issuer from hedging risk is proposed and tested. Trading can only be done in discrete time, which produces hedging errors. Therefore, the new approach is applied to transfer these errors from the issuer to the buyer by dynamically changing the pricing parameters. The distribution of these parameters is extracted and analyzed.
rate is applied to the natural logarithm of the index-linked gain. Hardy (2004) gives an explicit pricing formula for the Compound Ratchet EIA under the Black-Scholes market assumptions using a risk-neutral valuation. She argues that the sum of log-normal random variables in the complex design of the Simple Ratchet payoff with the embedded floor and cap rates makes it impossible to find a closed-form solution to price such contracts. Therefore, most researchers and practitioners refer to numerical methods to solve this problem. Hsieh and Chiu (2007) derive a closed-form solution for pricing Simple Ratchet EIA contracts, somewhat in the same manner as Hardy (2004) derived the Compound Ratchet pricing formula. Additionally, as explained by several works, including Hardy (2003) and Hsieh and Chiu (2007) , the minimum accumulated guarantee on the initial investment over the entire term of the EIA contract (or global floor) is not analytically tractable, and thus no closed-form solutions can be obtained to price such Ratchet EIA contract neither in the case of the Compound Ratchet nor in the case of the Simple Ratchet EIA.
This paper focuses on the Annual Compound Ratchet EIA with Term-End Point design. By assuming that mortality risk can be diversified through pooling, the valuation of such insurance products becomes similar to any pure financial derivative security. Following Hardy (2004) , the valuation of this product is carried out assuming the Black-Scholes model. Therefore, a closed-form expression of the time-zero price of this EIA product can be obtained. This expression is then used to derive the Greeks, which are used to develop dynamic hedging strategies.
The only time the assumption of market completeness is violated is by applying the continuous time strategies in a discrete time setting, which gives rise to hedging errors. These hedging errors represent the cost incurred by the issuer of the contract from applying the hedging strategy. The main objective of this paper is to propose an approach that protects the issuer, as much as possible, from these dynamic hedging errors. With that same purpose, Gaillardetz and Lakhmiri (2011) set up a replicating portfolio of shares and money market accounts for equity-linked products, then they introduce a loaded contract premium using a risk measure based on the distribution of the hedging errors by changing the participation rate, either statically or dynamically. Inspired by their work, we propose a new method, complementary to the dynamic hedging strategy, that introduces a changing participation or cap rate, and at the same time that it dynamically eliminates the hedging errors by transferring them to the buyer. This can be done by changing the value of the EIA through resetting the pricing parameters at anniversary dates, such that this new value incorporates the amounts of yearly hedging errors. By following this method, the issuer is able to transfer nearly all the hedging errors to the buyer, except for those during the last year of the contract, which will then make up the new reduced cost of the dynamic hedging strategy. This paper aims to study the distribution of the pricing parameter. The issuer can use this distribution and set a limit for the pricing parameter, which could be based on risk measure. Finally, the resulting hedging errors can be derived assuming the changing pricing parameter with an imposed limit.
This paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the Black-Scholes-Merton financial framework and dynamic hedging strategies. The closed-form expressions for the time-zero price and the time-t value of the Annual Compound Ratchet EIA contract are introduced in Section 3. The hedging errors are defined in Section 4 and the new dynamic hedging strategy is presented in Section 5. Finally, numerical examples underlining the implications of the different proposed approaches are implemented for Annual Compound Ratchets.
Financial Framework and Hedging Strategy
The lognormal model from Black and Scholes (1973) and Merton (1973) has widely been used to model stock price dynamic and, due to its simplicity, it is still extensively used in the pricing of complex financial derivatives. In this section, we present the dynamics of the stock index under the BSM assumptions as well as evaluation methods to price financial derivatives using arbitrage-free theory. The dynamic hedging strategies based on Greek are also presented.
Consider a financial market consisting of only two assets: a money market account (risk-free) and a stock index (risky). Let A denote the price of the money market account, which is given by the following dynamics
where r is the constant short rate of interest. Suppose (Ω, F, P) is a probability space and let F t be the filtration on this probability space. Let S t represent the stock price at time t, and = { > 0, 0 ≤ ≤ } be the stock price process between times 0 and T. The dynamics of the stock price is given by
where µ, σ, and S 0 are constants and B t is a standard Brownian motion process under the probability measure P with respect to F t . Without loss of generality, assume that the index level at time 0 is 1 (S 0 = 1). The solutions of (1) and (2) are given by = ,
and
where + − follows a normal random variable with mean 0 and variance u. The index dynamics under the risk-neutral probability measure Q is given by
wherẽis a standard Brownian motion process under the risk-neutral probability measure Q. Its solution is given by
wherẽ+ −̃follows a normal random variable with mean 0 and variance u under Q.
The model assumes the usual frictionless market: no taxes, no transaction costs, no dividend, etc. Let V(t, T) denote the time-t price of a contingent claim with payoff D T , payable at time T ( t ≤ n). In a complete market, Harrison and Pliska (1981) show that the arbitrage-free price of contingent claims is given using the risk-neutral probability measure. That is
wherẽ [.] represents expectation with respect to Q. Harrison and Pliska (1981) also show that there exist self-financing strategies underlying the valuation of contingent claims using the martingale (risk-neutral) probability measure Q. For t ≤ T, let 1 = { 1 ( , ), 1 ( , )} be an adapted process that represents a portfolio strategy consisting of a 1 (t, T) units of the index fund and an amount b 1 (t, T) invested in the money market account. Let W 1 (t, T) denote the time-t value process of the replicating portfolio for a contingent claim maturing at T, that is
for 0 ≤ t ≤ T. Under the arbitrage-free condition, the value at maturity of the self-financing replicating portfolio must equal the financial derivative payoff 1 ( , ) = ( , ) = . This strategy refers to the Delta-hedging strategy that was first described by Thorp and Kassouf (1967) since the first derivative of the contingent claim price with respect the index price refers to Δ, i. e. Δ = ( , ). Delta-hedging is used to reduce the risk of a portfolio inherent to take a position in a financial derivative due to small changes in the underlying stock price. An improvement could use the second derivative, which accounts for the large variations of index price. When the volatility of the stock price process is relatively high, the price is more susceptible to have wider variations from the mean. More importantly, we will see in the following section that we are required to apply our hedging strategy in discrete time. It follows that we will be recording the stock price at discrete points in time. The bigger the time interval between each trading date, the more it becomes possible to have wider price changes. For this main reason, a more effective risk management technique requires adding a second order hedging to reduce the exposure to risks due to possible large changes in the underlying price.
The Greek letter Γ represents a second order hedge parameter that measures the sensitivity of Δ with respect to changes in the underlying stock price, while all other variables remain unchanged. Γ is the second-order derivative of the contingent claim with respect to its price
Let ψ 2 denote the Gamma-hedging strategy for the derivative security in question, and denote by W 2 the value of the Gamma-hedging replicating portfolio. In order for W 2 to have the same sensitivity to small and bigger changes in the stock price, the first and second derivatives need to be matched simultaneously 2 ( , ) = ( , ) and 2 2 ( , )
The Gamma-hedging strategy requires adding a third asset to the replicating portfolio, whose second derivative with respect to S t is different from zero. Without loss of generality, assume in this paper that this third asset is a European Call option. The value of the European Call option V C (t, T) for example is a non-linear function in its underlying stock price S t , and in the BSM framework is given by
where K is the strike price, Φ is the cumulative distribution function of a standard normal random variable, and d 1 (t, T) and d 2 (t, T) are given as follows:
The Delta and Gamma of a European Call option are given by
for 0 ≤ ≤ , where ϕ is the standard normal density function. As a result, the replicating portfolio W 2 is now composed of a 2 shares of the underlying S, c 2 Call options on the same underlying stock, and b 2 units in the money market account. The replicating portfolio W 2 of the Gamma hedging strategy 2 = { 2 ( , ), 2 ( , ), 2 ( , )} is
where t < n ≤ T. Now to get the proportions of the hedging portfolio W 2 at any time 0 ≤ ≤ we start by matching the second derivatives. Thus the number of Calls in the Gamma-hedging portfolio is given by:
By adding c 2 number of Calls to the hedging portfolio, its Delta changes since it is affected by the derivative of the Call options Δ . Therefore, we need to match the Deltas in order to get the number of shares
Finally, the difference between the value of the derivative to be hedged V t and the amounts of money invested in the stocks and Calls gives the amount to be invested in the money market account;
thus keeping the value of the replicating portfolio always equal to that of the derivative to be hedged.
Equity-Indexed Annuities
This paper focusses on the most popular type of EIAs, namely the ratchet class. The main advantage of a Ratchet EIA is that, due to the lock-in feature, it ignores any decline in the index levels during periods of poor index performance, and credits only positive index-linked returns. The gain in the index to be credited to the annuity is a function of the pricing parameters. Two versions of the Ratchet EIA exist; the Simple Ratchet where periodic growth rates in the underlying index are added together to give the final index-linked return, and the Compound Ratchet where periodic growth rates simply compound. In particular, consider a T-year annual ratchet EIA with Term-end design which compares the index level at the beginning and ending of each anniversary year for each year. Because of its tractability, this paper focuses on the compound ratchet and its payoff is given by
where where f is the local floor rate, c is the local cap rate, α participation rate in the index return.
In addition, EIAs are usually embedded with diverse guarantees, such as mortality benefits. This article focusses on the financial guarantees by assuming that the mortality can be diversified.
We now price the Annual Compound Ratchet EIA under the BSMs model. By ignoring mortality risk, the valuation of an EIA contract simplifies to the valuation of a pure financial security. Therefore, using the riskneutral valuation under the martingale measure Q, we can obtain a closed-form solution for the price of the Annual Compound Ratchet EIA.
Proposition 1.
Under the BSM framework, the price V at time t of a T-year Compound Annual Ratchet EIA contract with payoff given in (18) has the following expression:
where * = ⌊ ⌋ is the greatest integer,
The proof of Proposition 1 is given in appendix.
Under the BSM framework, where the time-t value of an Annual Compound Ratchet EIA contract is given by Proposition 1, closed-form expressions of the Delta and Gamma of the CR EIA contract are given as follows:
for all 0 < ≤ , and Γ 0 = 0.
Dynamic Hedging Errors
It is important to note that both Δ and Γ are functions of time t and vary constantly as the price of the underlying S t changes. Therefore, with the passage of time, to maintain Delta and Gamma neutrality, an investor must constantly adjust his positions by trading the stocks and options during the lifetime of the derivative instrument. In theory, hedging must be done in a continuous manner to eliminate the risk. However, in reality hedging must be done in discrete time. Moreover, the existence of the bid and ask spread on almost all transactions renders the dynamic business of Delta -and Gamma -hedging somewhat expensive, and could force the investor to reduce the frequency of his re-balancing. In practice, re-balancing could be done monthly, weekly, or even daily for example. However, no matter how frequent it is, hedging errors would still occur and are inevitable. Since re-balancing has to be done periodically, the hedging strategy using the Greeks applied in a discrete manner only allows the investor to keep the value of his replicating portfolio W close to the price of the derivative being hedged. Therefore, these periodic adjustments force the value of the replicating portfolio to deviate from that of the derivative. We assume that re-balancing is done m times per year at predefined (non-random) and equally spaced discrete times t i , i = 0,1,..., mT, where − −1 = 1 . Thus hedging errors arise as the investor changes the proportions of his portfolio to keep the Greeks matched at discrete time intervals 0 = 0 < 1 < 2 , ..., < = . By definition, hedging errors are the difference between the actual accumulated value of the replicating portfolio and the price of the derivative security being hedged, at the end of each of the discrete hedging intervals, right before re-balancing occurs. Define H t to be the value of the hedging error at time t, and let W(t -, T) be the accumulated portfolio value at time t right before re-balancing, then the following holds:
The hedging error can be interpreted as a mismatch between the replication portfolio and the derivative price. Therefore, when negative it represents a cost incurred for the issuer or an amount by which they are forced to re-invest in the replicating portfolio, and when positive, it represents a surplus that can be withdrawn from the portfolio. The present value of the total hedging errors is the sum of all periodic errors discounted back to time 0,
C can be thought of as the added cost of the hedging strategy at time 0 due to discretization, and thus can be used to assess its effectiveness and compare its performance relative to other hedging strategies. Intuitively, a better hedging strategy will incur less hedging errors. The accumulated value of the portfolio under the Delta-hedging strategy right before each periodic hedging period is:
and under the Gamma-hedging strategy the accumulated value of the portfolio becomes:
for 1/m ≤ t ≤ T.
Dynamic Risk Management Strategy
Improving the hedging strategies only manages to reduce the cost, but not totally eliminate the risk. In this section, we shall propose a new approach that further reduces the risk of hedging and thus protects the issuer as much as possible from the hedging errors.
This new approach is inspired from what we actually see in practice. Observe for example the product Allianz 222 Annuity sold by Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America. Different allocation options are offered, including the Annual Point-to-point with either a spread or a cap, and different index options like the S & P 500 Index, Nasdaq-100 Index, Russel-2000 Index, and many more. For this specific product, the issuer used a cap rate as pricing parameter. However, the insurance company retains the right of changing the cap rate, yet with a promise of not going below a predetermined minimum throughout the term of the contract as a guarantee for the buyer. Similarly, for the option where a spread is deducted, the issuer changes the spread rate yearly however, a maximum yearly spread rate is specified at inception. Other products also include the option of changing the participation rate instead.
As a result, a new strategy that aims at reducing the hedging errors by incorporating the changing rates' pattern is proposed. As previously mentioned, whenever the periodic hedging errors are negative, the issuer is obliged to inject money into the hedging portfolio. The series of inflows represent a loss incurred by the issuer since he must use external resources to maintain the hedge until the end of the contract. To cover up for his loss, the issuer could, for example, initially increase the cost of the EIA by the estimated present value of all periodic cash flows, or decrease the final payoff by the future value of the net periodic injections, which in both ways, will not be appealing to investors, and thus makes it hard to compete with other issuers. In all cases, issuers have to make sure that they retain their customers.
In general, the parameters that the issuer can control and that change the value of the contract are the participation rate α, the local cap rate c, and the local spread rate s. Let = [ , , ] be the vector of parameters indicating the value of these rates at any time t. That is, = [ 0 , 1 , ..., ], and similarly for and . The value of the EIA contract will be dependent on this vector . In fact, the most common EIA contracts sold on the market are offering one varying parameter, while the two others, whenever applicable, remain fixed.
More specifically, this dynamic risk management method coupled with any of the previously proposed hedging strategies will be applied as follows: Assume at t = 0 the issuer sells 1 unit of the Annual Compound Ratchet EIA, and use the proceedings to hedge his long position in the contract. The chosen changing rate in 0 is initially determined, assuming it is constant, such that ( , ; 0 ) = 1.
Then at each trading date, whether the Delta or Gamma-hedging strategy is used, the proportions of the replicating portfolio are re-balanced accordingly and the amount of periodic error incurred is recorded. These periodic errors are accumulated and aggregated until the end of the year to get the future value of the total amount of error incurred during that year, denoted by Y and given by
for any k = 1, 2, ..., T - 1. Then a new rate in is determined for the following year such that the value of the EIA equals the accumulated value of the hedging portfolio plus the total amount of error incurred during that year. That is ( , ; ) = ( , ; −1 ) + .
The new rate in will be the rate considered constant for all the subsequent years while pricing, and then the same steps are repeated each year. For example, consider a yearly CR EIA with a fixed cap rate c 0 , no spread, and a changing participation rate, that is, = 0 and s t = 0 for all t. First 0 = [ 0 , 0 , 0] is set such that α 0 satisfies (24). Then by the end of the first year, a new participation rate α 1 is determined such that (26) holds, where 0 = [ 0 , 0 , 0] and 1 = [ 1 , 1 , 0], with 1 = [ 0 , 0 ], and 1 = [ 0 , 1 ]. When the value at time 1, (1, ; 1 ), is calculated, α 0 is the participation rate applied for first year only, and the new rate α 1 is the participation rate assumed constant for the remaining years until maturity.
Following this strategy ensures that the error is reset to zero at the beginning of each year because the value of the EIA is changed -which is the amount owed by the issuer -by exactly how much it costs him to hedge his position during each year. In other words, the issuer transfers the cost of hedging each year to the buyer by limiting his credited index-linked gain. Thus he protects himself against the additional cost incurred from the hedging strategy.
Numerical Analyses
Our numerical analyses consider by default a 7-year Annual Compound Ratchet EIA contract (T = 7) bounded by a local floor rate of 0 % (f = 0) and no local cap rate ( = ∞), where the dynamics of the returns on the index are governed by a Log-Normal distribution with parameters µ = 8 % and σ = 20 %. We assume a 4 % risk free rate of return (r = 4 %) and weekly portfolio re-balancing (m = 52). Additionally, we choose the participation rate α such that the time-zero price of the contract V(0, 7) is 1 monetary unit, to get α = 39.5 %.
Hedging Errors
Under these assumptions, we simulate 25,000 sample paths of the stock index returns and apply the Deltahedging strategy by performing Monte Carlo simulations. The empirical distribution of the present value of Delta-hedging errors is illustrated in Figure 1 . Recall that these hedging errors represent an added cost to build up the replicating portfolio. The empirical distribution of C is centered around the mean (-0.09 %) which is very close to zero. This shows that the average cost of the hedging portfolio is almost zero, and thus on average the hedging strategy is a fair game. Additionally, the empirical distribution has a relatively low standard deviation (2.13 %), which means that the cost of the hedging strategy is somehow predictable and thus does not vary too much. Moreover, negative hedging errors represent a loss for the issuer resulting from the application of the hedging strategy. Naturally, it is expected that issuers seek to minimize this loss, hence the heaviness of the left tail is to be examined. For example, the Delta-hedging strategy will cost the issuer more than 5.34 % of the EIA's value with 1 % probability. To summarize, it can be said that the Delta-hedging strategy works well under the Black-Scholes framework.
To assess the performance of the Gamma-hedging strategy, the empirical distribution of C is analyzed. Figure 2 represents the empirical distribution of the present value of Gamma-hedging errors. In-the-money Call options with periodic maturities are used. The analysis of C shows that this hedge is also on average is fair since the mean is very close to zero (-0.09 %). Additionally, we can notice an improvement over the Delta-hedging strategy given that the standard deviation is also lower to 1.93 %, leading to a somehow predictable cost. Moreover, another improvement can be noted as the cost incurred by the issuer to use this Gamma-hedging strategy will decrease by 0.41 %, to 4.93 % per unit of investment in the EIA, considering 1 % worst loss. As a result, the application of the Gamma-hedging strategy reduces the risk born by the issuer of the EIA, and as anticipated, improves the performance of the Delta-hedging strategy by reducing the magnitude of the errors, and thus lowering the cost of the hedge.
Changing Pricing Parameter
We are assuming that there is no cap, no spread, and a varying participation rate. Then the vector of parameters becomes = [ , , ], where = ∞ and s t = 0 for all t. It follows that the value of the contract hereafter will only be written as a function of the variable vector . Even though the issuer retains the right to change the participation rate yearly, an initial rate α 0 has to be set at inception. This rate α 0 is calculated such that it is considered to remain constant until maturity.
The dynamic hedging strategy is applied and the hedging errors are extracted and recorded at the end of each period. Based on this information, at the end of each year (t = 1, 2, ..., T - 1), the value of the yearly hedging error is calculated from (25). A new participation rate α t , assumed constant for the remaining years until maturity, is obtained such that ( −1 , ) = − ( −1 ) + is satisfied. This new participation rate resets the issuer's yearly cost to zero by limiting the gain from the index return credited to the buyer. This algorithm is then repeated to get 25,000 simulations of the vector −1 = [ 0 , 1 , ..., −1 ], denoted by , and whose empirical distribution is to be analyzed as some of the parameters change. Figure 3 presents the histogram of all yearly participation rates resulting from 25,000 simulations of the vector (less α 0 ), at the default parameter set and under the Gamma-hedging strategy. The curve represents the relative normal distribution curve. A quick analysis of this distribution shows a median of 39.45 % which is close from the critical rate α 0 , and a standard deviation of 4.47 %. Table 1 gives the quantiles of the pricing parameter distributions. The issuer needs to set the minimum participation rate to 26.05 % if he wants a 99 % probability to be covered. Another interesting thing to look at is what happens to the participation rate as the issuer increases his hedging frequency. Theoretically, increasing the number of times the hedging portfolio is re-balanced per year -referred to by the number of trading dates m, -reduces the impact of the model discretization. It follows that hedging errors are expected to be reduced, and thus yearly participation rates must not move far away from the critical rate α 0 . This is exactly what can be concluded from Figure 4 . In fact, observe that as m increases, the standard deviation is decreasing to reach 1.71 % when m = 360. As a consequence of the less dispersion; the 1 % quantile increases significantly from 26.05 % to 34.39 %. That is, the more the issuer can re-balance his hedging portfolio, the more accurate his hedging is and the less hedging errors are incurred. Therefore, by bearing less risk, the issuer is able to promise the buyer a higher minimum participation rate. However, even though it is converging, the 1 % quantile of the hedging errors does not vanish, since even by increasing the trading frequency to daily, the 1 % quantile of the empirical distribution is still far from α 0 . That is, we can still observe a significant change in the participation rates from one year to another, and thus this new proposed hedging method will still be effective. However, as previously explained, a trade-off between the hedging frequency and transaction costs should always be considered. One could also be interested in the effects of changing the maturity of the EIA contract on the cost of the hedging strategy and the pattern of the yearly participation rate, especially the quantiles. Table 2 shows similar behavior to the one seen when changing the number of trading dates. The standard deviation decreases from 5.04 % to 3.02 % followed by another significant increase in the 5 % quantile of the distribution from 31.14 % to 34.91 %. These results may seem surprising since one could logically think that increasing the contract term presents more uncertainty and thus more risk for the issuer of the EIA. Therefore it is expected that he should be more conservative in terms of lowering the minimum promised participation rate. However, intuition is different. The increase in the quantiles can be explained by the fact that the longer the term of the contract is, the less volatile the issuer's periodic cash flows are, and the more time he has to adjust for his losses. For that reason, he can tolerate allowing for higher index returns to be credited to the buyer by increasing the minimum participation rate as the contract term increases. This is a very interesting result since it will help the issuer retains his policyholders for longer periods by promising higher returns. Table 3 shows the impact of changing the floor rate f on the participation rate. As the participation rate provides a proportion of the credited returns, the floor rate provides protection for the buyer by promising a minimum return to be credited. Therefore, both rates if increased will increase the value of the EIA. That is, the increase in f from 0 to 0.5 % is offset by a decrease in α 0 from 39.51 % to 37.21 %. Which also results in decreasing the quantiles. The latter behavior can be explained by the fact that the higher minimum credited return is promised, the more risk the issuer has to bear to meet his liabilities in case the index performs badly, therefore, the more conservative he should be by lowering the participation rate of the annuity. That is, in a bull market, he benefits from the additional gain that is not credited to the buyer to offset the loss from crediting high returns in a bear market. Table 4 shows the effect of changing the cap rate c on the participation rate. As the figure shows, decreasing the cap rate from ∞ to 10 % leads to an increase in the initial participation rates from 39.51 % to 71.02 %. Inversely, both quantiles are decreasing from 32.25 % to 23.52 % and 26.05 % to 12.28 % for 5 % and 1 %, respectively. This result is expected since these two parameters have an opposite impact on the price of the EIA contract. That is, increasing the participation rate allows for more gain to be credited to the buyer, whereas increasing the cap rate limits the amount of gain from the index to be credited as return. Table 5 shows the statistics of the distribution of for four different scenarios; base, a low interest rate r = 3 %, a high volatility market σ = 30 %, and a high expected return µ = 10 %. On the one hand, the table shows that decreasing the risk-free rate of return r leads to lower participation rates, which makes sense since lower riskfree rates increase the value of the EIA. Therefore, the issuer has to decrease the value by lowering participation. On the other hand, the table shows that increasing market volatility leads to lower minimum participation rates. It also makes sense since the more risk the issuer has to bear the more conservative he should be and therefore lowering the participation on the credited returns. The effect of changing the expected return is minimal. A similar analysis can be done with the cap rate c being the changing pricing parameter and a complete analysis is presented in El Khoury (2016).
Dynamic Hedging Strategy Errors
Recall from (25) that the last yearly hedging error that could be reset to zero is Y T - 1 , since the last new rate −1 to be applied during year T, is found such that (26) at t = T - 1 is satisfied. Therefore, following this strategy, the issuer would be able to transfer almost all yearly hedging errors to the buyer by resetting the chosen pricing parameter each year, except for the hedging error during the last year Y T which he has to bear, and would then be considered the cost of his hedge. That is,
which is obtained using (25). Additionally, the issuer has to promise the buyer a minimum pricing parameter, predetermined at inception. Then, as the new pricing parameter is calculated every year, whenever is it found to be less than the minimum, the actual credited parameter during that year will be the minimum. In this case, the value of the CR EIA will be higher than that of the issuer's hedging portfolio, and thus, the issuer has to bear the risk of allowing for more return to credited than what his hedging strategy allows him to. Therefore, a hedging error will arise during that year and will be carried on to the following year. If the second year's new pricing parameter does not correct it, it will keep on being carried on until it is added to the last year's error, to constitute the total hedging errors, which is then discounted back to time zero to make up the final cost. Table 6 shows the hedging cost after applying the proposed method with a Gamma-hedging strategy using 100,000 simulations. If the 5 % quantile of the empirical distribution is considered to be the minimum rate for the chosen pricing parameter α, the hedging cost is significantly reduced, the 1 % quantile decreases from -4.89 % to -2.06 %, compared to the hedging cost using only the Gamma-hedging strategy as shown in Figure 5 . Table  6 also compares the values of the mean, standard deviation, as well as the 5 % and 1 % quantiles of the hedging errors after applying the proposed method with a Gamma-hedging strategy for each of the 1 %, 5 %, 10 %, 25 %, and 50 % quantiles considered as the minimum participation rate. The effect of this minimum participation rate can only be observed in the tail of the distribution. In fact, the 1 % quantile is increasing from -2.11 % to -2.03 % when the minimum participation rate decreases from 37.51 % to 26.05 %. All the other statistics are roughly the same for the presented minimum rates. Hence, if the issuer finds these differences to be insignificant, then being more conservative is not a good idea, instead, he will probably be better off promising higher returns by increasing the minimum and thus attracting more buyers. 
Conclusions
It is expected that EIAs will continue to experience a prolonged period of rapid growth, as they offer participation in equity market upturns while keeping the policyholder protected from downside risk. The main purpose of this article is to propose and test a new approach to hedge CR EIAs and simultaneously protect the issuer, as much as possible, from hedging risk based on changing the pricing parameters. After finding closed-form solutions for the value of a CR EIA at any time throughout the contract term, dynamic hedging strategies using the Greeks are presented and implemented in a numerical example. Their efficiency is analyzed through extracting the hedging errors resulting from the discretization process. The numerical analysis shows that the Gamma-hedging strategy improves the performance of the Delta-hedging strategy by reducing the magnitude of the hedging errors, and thus lowering the cost of the hedge for the issuer.
The performance of the Gamma-hedging strategy is further improved by applying the proposed approach of transferring the errors from the issuer to the policyholder (and vice-versa) by changing the pricing parameter.
Since the issuer has to promise a minimum pricing parameter at inception, there would still be a portion of hedging errors uncovered and retained by the issuer, in addition to the last year's errors only. These make up the new hedging cost for the issuer which is shown to be significantly reduced, as compared to the cost from using only the Gamma-hedging strategy. Detailed numerical analyses are implemented to extract the distribution of the pricing parameters and the resulting hedging errors from the proposed dynamic hedging strategy.
Possible interesting extensions could include more realistic financial models with stochastic volatility and interest rate. In addition, the mortality and surrender risks should be explored to see the impact of the systematic risks on the pricing parameter distribution.
